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BERLITZ INTERMEDIATE SPANISHAdvance your Spanish today!The perfect follow-up course to

Basic Spanish, Berlitz Intermediate Spanish helps language-learners take their language skills to

the next level and get comfortable in conversational situations. Featuring everyday language

presented in the context of high-interest topics, Intermediate Spanish consists of six easy-to follow

units on three audio CDs and includes a full-color course book. Includes a free downloadable audio

script and a free Berlitz lesson discount coupon good at any participating Berlitz language center,

worldwide. What Do I Get? *Course book**Variety of language-building activities**Culture and

language tips**Pronunciation activities**Easy-to-understand grammar explanations**Review

exercises**Cumulative tests*3 Audio CDs with native speakersWhat Makes It So Effective? *Listen

to native speakers and engaging, real life conversations*Gain international language skills in

reading, writing, listening and speaking with ease and confidence*Short effective lessons so you ll

never feel overwhelmed*Compatible with your iPodÂ® or MP3 devices
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The one thing that drove me nuts about this book is the lack of transcripts on the conversations on

the cd. The book is good and the vocab and the questions are excellent, but the fact that I couldn't

figure out what was being said on the cd drove me crazy. The cds have long, involved

conversations and dialogs in spanish and a small amount of listen and repeat - which is fine IF YOU

HAVE A TRANSCRIPT. I was considering sending the book back when, out of desperation, I looked



for the transcripts on line and found then - complete and free.[...]I had to print if off on my printer. It

was about 40 pages or so. I would have paid a bit more for the book to have the transcripts

included. I sure berlitz would have done a better job on the printing and binding than me.The course

content is excellent. I love it. One other thing that could be improved is that I'm not sure when I'm

done with a section. There is no test that lets you know you have a good grasp. That's no big deal

though. The only reason I'm giving it 3 stars and not 5 is because it didn't come with a transcript. If I

hadn't been able to find the transcripts on line, I would have given it 1 star.

I got this hoping that it would improve my listening skills, but the difficulty level seems to be the

equivalent of a spanish one high school course in the middle of the year. In other words, it is waaay

too easy for anyone who knows the basic rules of spanish, and it is too difficult for a beginner

because there is no introduction. The dialogues are lengthy, but use super simple vocabulary and

everything is in present tense. I expected that intermediate spanish would include at least the four

most basic tenses of spanish - preterite, imperfect, present and future.

Though it comes with a workbook, hearing is the best way to learn. This is not a course to use while

driving. Must sit and learn. Not for those who want to learn organically.

I currently have the Spanish with Michel Thomas series as well as Rosetta Stone levels 1-5 and

thought that this Berlitz would be a good accompaniment to that to do in the car. This has got to be

the worst language method that was ever devised! They say things once (quickly) and then expect

you to be able to do the same---as well as make up sentences from only having heard anything the

one time! My advice? Buy Michel Thomas to do in the car and Rosetta Stone---both are clear (well,

Rosetta Stone is clear if you have another computer running to translate when the pictures are not

really clear) and well thought out -- I expect to be able to converse in Spain next year on a planned

trip.

This book helps people to get easier the spanish language- the pictures are nice and easy to

understand-there are also CDs with the book, so that you can also hear the pronunciation of words!
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